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1. INTRODUCTION
Gender inequality is still present in different forms in our society. This is a problem that needs to
be resolved but therefore it is important to study what the awareness of this problem is and how
interested individuals are to tackle this.

1.1 RESEARCH ISSUE
There are certain aspects associated with ‘masculinity’ that still tend to be valued more highly in
todays society. This results in inequality of opportunities & discrimination on the job market for
instance. The problem is not the difference between men and women as individuals, but it is the
difference in how they are valued on the job market.

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The main research question is:
Would students of the Rotterdam Business School be interested to learn more about gender
inequality at work?
The sub-questions are:
How much are students aware of the existence of gender inequality?
When and in what situations have students experienced gender inequality?
How big is their interest to learn more about this topic?

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Gender inequality refers to the discrimination of people based on their gender. Factually, people
receive unpleasant treatment because of the fact they are either male or female.
In this research project, we would like to know if students are aware of the issue and if they are
willing to invest time to understand what is going on. If they are interested, it is important to know
how they would want to learn about it and how much time they want to put into this.
1.3.1

Research objective

To research the interest amongst the student of the Rotterdam Business School on gender
inequality.
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1.3.2

Sub-objectives

•

Raise awareness on the importance of gender equality on the job market.

•

Create basic knowledge on the gender inequality issue.

2. RESEARCH METHODS
Our research into what RBS students found of gender inequality on the job market consisted of a
face-to-face sampling method and one data collection instrument as this research is a first-step
into a more extensive research next school-year. As can be read later in the chapter, we
successfully received and analyzed 100 questionnaires.

1.4 RESEARCH DESIGN
1.4.1

Sampling method

During our research into gender inequality, we questioned students (both male and female) at
the Rotterdam Business School. We selected students by ‘face-to-face self-selection sampling’,
which means we approached and selected RBS students ourselves and asked if they would be
interested in filling out the questionnaire for us. We successfully received 100 questionnaires
back from the RBS students. After we received the questionnaires back, we analyzed the
answers and results and composed an analysis/conclusion which can be seen later on in the
report.
1.4.2

Data collection instrument

For our data collection instrument, we used a questionnaire which included questions related to
gender inequality on the job market. We didn’t make the questionnaire too long as we wanted
students to fill it out properly and not get bored halfway through. The questionnaire can be found
in the appendix.

3. RESULTS
In this chapter, the results and analyzes from the 100 questionnaires we received can be seen.
We have divided the different questions into graphs with corresponding analysis.
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Most questions will be analyzed based on how the answer differs among male and female
students

Gender Distribution

Age Group
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Figure 2: Age Group

Figure 1: Gender distribution

As general information about the target group it can be said, that 46% of the respondents are
male, 54% were female. Most of the respondents belong to the age groups 17-20 and 21-23.

Study Program
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Figure 3: Study Program

The majority studies IBMS, followed by IBL, other and TMA. Others include Business Economy
[Bedrijfs economie] and Accountancy.
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Does gender inequality exist?
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Figure 4: Existence of Gender Inequality

Both genders agree on the question whether gender inequality exists or not. 87% of Male and
89% of Female respondents believe that gender inequality exists.
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Figure 5: Treated Differently because of gender

65% of female respondents and 57% of male respondents state that they have been treated
differently due to their gender.
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Figure 6: Frequency

Most of the female respondents have been treated differently 3-5 times and 6-10 times. Seven
respondents mention that this has happened 1-2 times and four state that they have been
treated differently more than 10 times.
Most of the male respondents indicate that they have been treated differently 1-2 times and 3-5
times. Four specify that this has happened 6-10 times, and five more than 10 times.
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Where do you think it occurs most?
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Figure 7: Location of Discrimination

Both, female and male respondents agree on where it is likely to occur the most. The majority
mentions that it occurs most at work, followed by public places and in their personal life.
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Figure 8: Impact on Career

Most female and male respondents agree that gender differences will influence their career.
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Figure 9: Help or Hold back

However, the opinions differ, whether it will hold them back or help them. More than 70% of the
male respondents stated that it will help them. Most women, more than 70%, think that gender
differences will hold them back in their career.
Most men mention, that it will help them, because men are more likely to get higher positions.
Most female respondents indicate that they think that they are taken less serious at work, and
thus less likely to achieve a high position. There are, however, females who believe that gender
differences help them in their later career, since gender differences are seen as a motivation.
A detailed table of he answers can be found in the Appendix.
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Figure 10: Prevention of Gender Inequality

Male and female students agree that there is not enough being done about gender inequality.

Would you like to know more about gender differences
in business?
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Figure 10: Gender differences in business

After mentioning 3 facts about gender differences in businesses, the respondents were asked if
they would like to know more about the topic. More female respondents indicate, that they would
like to know more about this, most men state that they are not interested.
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How would you like to know more?
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Figure 10: Way of communication

The way the respondents would like to know more about this topic slightly differs among
genders. Most women prefer a guest lecture, followed by Seminar and Panel Discussion or
Including it in the school curriculum. Most men think that a Panel Discussion is the best way,
followed by a guest lecture or a seminar.
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Figure 11: Hours willing to spend
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Most male and female students agree that they would like to spend 2 hours on this topic.
However, there is also a number of respondents that are willing to spend more than 4 hours.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Overall, men and women agree on most points. Both genders think, that gender inequality exist,
and have experienced it multiple times. Women think that gender differences will hold them
back, men think that it will help them in pursuing their career.
Most respondents think that there is not enough being done about gender inequality. More
females are interested in getting to know more about this topic than men. The most preferred
way is a guest lecture, and the majority is willing to spend up to 2 hours on this topic.
Based on the conclusions recommendations were given which enable the continuation of the
discussion in regards to gender inequality and to increase the level of awareness about this topic
amongst the students of the Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences.
1. Incorporate ongoing project in Honors program over all International studies,
International Business and Management, International Business and Languages
and Trade Management focused on Asia.
It is recommended that the honors program selects students over all academic years for the
Gender Equality group. This group continuously raises the issue amongst students in order to
increase the awareness of this issue and to prevent further development of the issue in the
future job market.
2. Organize a guest lecture in block 3 of the 2017-2018 academic year.
In order to kick off the Honors program Gender Equality group, it is recommended to organize a
guest lecture. During the guest lecturer, an individual which is information rich in regards to the
issue will provide an interactive lecture, students can participate in order to gain more
information in regards to the issue.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
This chapter includes a roadmap for the Rotterdam Business School Honors program as to how
they can implement the recommendations which were given in chapter 4. Conclusions and
recommendations. The elements included in the implementation plan were deemed feasible and
actionable by the research group. The chapter starts with a time estimation as to when the
elements should be implemented and in what time frame the activities should be carried out. After
the time indication, a financial indication is given as to how much it will cost to implement these
elements.
5.1.1.

Time line

For the first recommendation the following time line was suggested in which the Honors Program
of the Rotterdam Business School can implement the following recommendation:
1. Incorporate ongoing project in Honors program over all International studies,
International Business and Management, International Business and Languages
and
Figure 12: Time line recommendation
1

Trade Management focused on Asia.
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1. Attract

2. Recruitment

3. Inform

Sep. - Oct. 2017

Nov. 2017

Nov. 2017

4. Updates
Dec. 2017 - Aug.
2018

REPEAT
1. Attract: This entails that the honors program needs to actively identify and attract
candidates for the Gender inequality group. These can be attracted through the online
platform of the Rotterdam Business School, also referred to as Hint. On this platform, the
Honors program has their own information bar, however it is recommended that the
honors program also places this item on the [Prikbord] as this is an element which is
implemented on the Hint of each student. It is also recommended that Honors
coordinators attend the classes of the honors students to inform them about the
opportunity to join the Gender Inequality group.
2. Recruitment [Selection]: After potential candidates are attracted, they need to be
screened through a motivational letter which can be provided through email and a short
face-to-face interview with one of the honors coordinators to identify whether the student
is suitable for the honors group. It would be desirable to have at least 6 members. –
These students need to be honors students.
3. Inform: The students are informed about the group and its activities through a script with
all activities provided by the honors program and through a short presentation given by
the honors coordinators about the group.
4. Updates: It is expected that the members of the honors group continuously update the
honors coordinators about the activities of the group.
These elements should be repeated every academic year to continue the group.

The second recommendation is defined as:
3. Organize a guest lecture in block 3 of the 2017-2018 academic year.
The following time line was assembled for this recommendation:
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Figure 13: Time line recommendation 2

1. Identify
Guest
Speaker
Nov. 2017

2. Create
Proposal
Dec. 2017

3. Confirm
with Honors
Program
Dec. 2017

4. Attract

5. Inform

Dec. 2017 Feb. 2018

Jan. - Feb.
2018

6. Execute
Guest Lecture
Mar. 2018

1. Identify guest speaker: The members of the group need to identify a suitable individual
to be the guest speaker at the first event organized in regards to gender inequality. The
suggest speaker as of now is Elisa de Groot.
2. Create proposal: The members of the group need to assemble a proposal in which they
describe the purpose of the guest lecture, the time table and the expected costs. The
members should also include in which class room the guest lecture would take place and
possible hand-outs for the students.
3. Confirm with Honors program: The proposal which was assembled by the members
needs to be assessed and approved by the honors coordinators in order to continue.
4. Attract: The member need to attract students to attend the guest lecture. This can be
achieved through the Rotterdam Business School social channels, the Hint platform and
through face-to face advertisement. For online advertisement, the members can create
an attractive post and post this on all channels, on that post they should also mention
that if a student wants to attend they have to confirm attendance on an additional page.
This provides the members with an estimation of how many students will attend, and it
provides the contact information of the students. For face-to-face advertisement, the
members should approach the students in the main hall of the Rotterdam University of
Applied Sciences, and inform them about the guest lecture and ask them to sign up. This
should be done in pairs, and each pair should at least have performed 3 hours of field
marketing.
5. Inform: The students which signed up for the guest lecture should be informed about
through email about the schedule of the quest lecture and where the guest lecture will
take place.
6. Execute guest lecture: Each member of the group attends and leads the guest lecture.
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5.1.2. Financial Implications
Table 1: Financial implications

Element

Who is involved

Projected

Source

costs/Hours of
labor
Recommendation 1
Online

-

advertisement
[Via Hint/email]

Honors

4 hours

X

5 hours

X

3 hours

X

coördinators
-

Administration
IBMS

In class

-

advertisement
Selection interviews

Honors
coördinators

-

Mr. Groeneveld

Recommendation 2
Guest speaker

Class room

-

[Guest Speaker to

[Budget determined

X

be determined]

by Mr. Groeneveld]

Administration

X

X

IBMS
Online

-

Members

4 hours

X

-

Administration

3 X 3 hours= 9 hours

X

advertisement
[Via
Hint/email/social]
Face to Face
advertisement

IBMS
-

Members
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Hand outs

-

Members

Estimated 20

*Rotterdam

-

[Outsourced third

Students, 1 page

University of Applied

party T.B.D]

hand-outs= 20X0,05

Sciences

Euro= 1 Euro
*Members: are the members of the Gender inequality group.

5.1.3. Summary
The recommendations which are given were deemed feasible and realistic. If the individuals
involved follow the suggested time line then the elements suggested should be feasible. The
implementations will carry minimum costs as they are performed in-house, the guest speaker will
most likely be the most expensive element to implement.
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APPENDICES I: COMPARISON TABLES
A. Help or Hold Back?
Female Respondents
Table 2: Comparison table female respondents

Help
Number of

Reason

Respondents
5

2

1

Number of

Reason

Respondents
More motivated to

14

Might not be able to

succeed and to

achieve a certain

prove wrong

position

Depends on the

7

Feel like I’m not

career, can help in

treated equally and

different careers

not capable of doing

By being organized

specific tasks

and motivated,

1

Hold Back

4

Men are more likely

women are related

to be given higher

to this

positions

I'm a woman, so
they will be easier
with me

1

Stereotypes that
women stay home
when having a family
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Male Respondents
Table 3: Comparison table male respondents

Help
Number of

Reason

Respondents

Hold Back
Number of

Reason

Respondents
2

Women might be

4

Give a boost

preferred in some

8

Men are more likely

positions

to get a higher

4

1

Could help me in the

position and higher

short run, but could

salary

hold be back in the

Men are more

long run

respected in the
professional
environment
1

Men are more
valued at work
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APPENDICES II: QUESTIONNAIRE
A. Questionnaire – Gender Inequality
The intent of this questionnaire is to evaluate how students in this school think about gender inequality. All information will be
treated confidentially.

1.

What is your gender?

□ Male

2.

□ Female

What is your age group?

□ 17-20

3.

□ 21-23

□24-26

□ IBL

□TMA

□ Other:_____________________

Do you think that gender inequality exists?

□ Yes go to Q5

5.

□ 27 or older

What study program are you in?

□ IBMS

4.

□ Other

□ No go to Q7

If yes, Have you ever experienced a situation, where you felt you were treated differently because of your
gender?
□ Yes

6.

□ No go to Q8

If yes, How often? Go to Q8
□ 1-2 times

7.

□ 3-5 times

□ 6-10 times

□ more than 10 times

If not, What are your reasons? Go to “Three facts about gender differences in business”

___________________________________________________________________________________________
_

8.

In what fields do you feel gender inequality exists the most?
□ School

□ Work

□ Personal Life

□ Internship

□ Public Places □

Other:___________________________________
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9.

Do you think gender has an effect on how fast you will make a career?
□ Yes go to Q10

□ No go to Q12

10. If yes: Will it help you or will it hold you back?
□ Help

□ Hold back

11. In what way will it help or hold back?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

12. Do you think that enough is being done about gender inequality?
□ Yes

□ No

Three facts about gender differences in business
1.

Women apply for a job when they think they meet all criteria; men when they think they meet 60%

2.

Men are three times more likely to successfully negotiate a higher salary than women are.

3.

The Dutch female board index 2016 shows that the percentage of women that hold a position in the board of a
quoted company is only 7,1%

13. Would you like to know more about this topic?
□ Yes go to Q14

□ No

14. If yes: In what way?
□ Seminar

□ Guest Lecture

□ Panel Discussion

□ Include in School Curriculum

□

Other:____________________________

15. How much time are you willing to spend on this topic?
□ 1 hour

□ 2 hours

□ 3 hours

□ 4 hours

□ more than 4 hours

Thank you for your participation!
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